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Abstract. This study focuses onmigrants and non-migrants regarding their ideas/suggestions and con-

tributions to the changes in the practices of two traditional festivals, theWater Festival and the Light Festi-

val in Za Yet Pyin village Ramree Island the Rakhine State of Myanmar. The study aims to provide answers

by investigating the relationship between actors' roles (migrants/villagers) and the networks founded by

migrants. The unit of analysis was distinguished into non-migrants (current residents) andmigrants (tem-

porary returnees for Water Festival). The data collection processes such as key informant interviews and

participant observationwere applied in the research. When recruiting participants, a total of 22 people (10

Females and 12Males) were accessed. By comparing the pre-migration past and the current migration era,

any signiicant changes in traditional festivals' practices are presented and analyzed, which will bring new

indings and insight into the area of migration study in relation to the practice of traditional festivals.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Migration is the crucial phenomenonwhich is happening everywhere in the humanworld.

It becomes an interesting issue to be discussed and argued in academic ield. Crucially, mi-

gration has more meanings rather than it is deined by “people mobilization” because it is

related with other issues such as political, socio-economic and cultural of the society.

Myanmar, one of the Southeast Asian countries is the largest migration source country

in the GreaterMekong sub-region, andwas estimated to have 10%ofMyanmar population

moving out of the country (International Organization for Migration, 2015). The interna-

tional community still recognizes Myanmar as the least developed country owning the

status of prosperity as-lower middle income level.

InMyanmar,majority ofBurmeseandotheroficial ethnic groups suchasKachinKayah,

Kayin, Chin,Mon, Rakhine and Shan are livingwith otherminority groups of people. Ethnic

Rakhine is one the major ethnic groups of Myanmar; their region “Rakhine state’ is situ-

ated at the eastern side of Bay of Bengal, and share international border with Bangladesh,

internal boundaries with Chin State, as well as Magway, Bago and Ayeyarwaddy regions.

Rakhine was spotlighted in international news about Rohingya issue. However, this intro-

duction will say about poor socio-economic condition and massive low of migration of

Rakhine state.
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Today, the status of Rakhine is noted as one of the poorest regions in Myanmar. Regarding

World Bank Group’s report (2014), Rakhine State is marked with its poverty rate of 78

percent compared to 37.5% percent nationally. Lack of infrastructure is the root cause to

happen the region to be a poor ethnic region. Local people from the region are experienc-

ing dificulties in their daily life, and struggle to have some income covering basic needs.

According to World Bank Group’s report (2014) below 10 percent of electricity was ac-

cessed by Rakhine region. How rigid situation is that local Rakhine people cannot access

electricity fully, though they are living in the place enriching natural gas.

In accordancewith theWorldBankGroup (2016) report “Livelihoods and social change

inRuralMyanmar” improvements in agricultural-based livelihoodswas accelerated signi-

icantly in Shan, Chin and Ayeyarwaddy regions, but lesser growth in Magway and Rakhine

regions were remarked. According this report, it can be analyzed that Rakhine people re-

lying on their traditional economies such as agriculture and aquaculture could not have

higher incomes for strengthening their socio-economic situation. In the region, it has the

lowest percentage of households with access to improved sanitation in the country (48%

compared to a national average of 84%), as well as the lowest primary school enrollment

rate (71.4% compared to a national average of 87.7%) (International Organization for Mi-

gration, 2015). Therefore, it can be thought that development situation of Rakhine people

are low level in accordance with their socio-economic status and life skills.

To overcome economic stress or to access higher education, moving out of their place

becomes one of their coping mechanisms. Pushed by limited livelihoods, and poor socio-

economic conditions, local people from Rakhine highly migrated out of the region. Speci-

ically, 80% of young people from that region moved out of Mrauk-U Township for their

inancial security and so on (International Organization for Migration, 2016a). Almost

three-quarters of youngmen in some townships of Rakhine Statemoved out to indworks,

especially internal regions; Kachin State or Yangon and foreign countries such as Thailand

or Malaysia (Su, 2016). When analyzing people's mobility from the region, there is both

rural- urban migration and transnational migration. The huge problem in transnational

migration is that irregular migration was igured out in Rakhine state although people

from other regions went out of the country with documented status. International Orga-

nization for Migration (2016b) report “LabourMobility” mentioned that most of themmi-

grated to neighboring countries such as Thailand, Malaysia, and China as “undocumented

labours” and some were victims of human traficking. 10% out of thousands of Myanmar

nationals traficked to ishing boats in Indonesia were ethnic Rakhine (International Or-

ganization for Migration, 2015).

It can be regarded that almost every part of Rakhine has been experiencing migration.

In academic ield, previous studies such as migration effect on socio-cultural economy of

the migrant sending community (May, 2015, ; Potjaporn Joonlaoun, 2017) and social cap-

ital and Rakhine migrant workers in host community (Aung , 2015) revealed signiicant

outlow and internal young migration from Rakhine state. Although there are a few stud-

ies related to migration in Rakhine, a gap of knowledge about migration effect in sending

community is needed to be contributed to the migration ield of study. Therefore, this

study was purposed for getting to know how migration affects on traditional practices in

home community. In accordance with the aim of this study, Za Yet Pyin village situated in

Ramree Island, Rakhine state was chosen because it has been experiencing massive low

of young and young adults’ migration for over two decades. Therefore, it could be real-

ized that this study has relevance with the previous studies based on a strong concern for

young mobility from Rakhine State. Among a lot of traditional practices of Za Yet Pyin vil-
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lage, the traditional festivals such asWater and Light festivals were intentionally selected.

This becomes what is studied in this paper.

In local Rakhine version, it is important to note that Water festival is known as Thun-

gran festival. Plus, Light festival is called as War Kywat-See mee lights festival in local

Rakhine people. The ethnic Rakhine celebrate Thungran festival in the month of April.

Rakhine people have the perception that they feel dirtiness can be washed from old year

by sprinkling water over each other during the period of Thungran festival days (Maung,

2004). The purpose of celebrating War Kywat-See mee lights festival is related with Bud-

dhists’ traditional perception. Almost all people of Za Yet Pyin village devotion in Bud-

dhism have same perception with Burmese Buddhists in relation with the reason of of-

fering lights. This practice of offering lights was emerged from welcoming Lord Gautama

Buddha preaching his mother in Abode of celestial beings for three Lenten months and

returning to the abode of male on the full-moon day of Thadingyut (which is known as the

month of October in Christian calendar). The King of Celestials created gold, silver, and

ruby stairways for him.

Buddha took the middle ruby one radiating six hues of aura. The nats came along by

the right gold stairways and the Brahmas by the left silvery stairways. On account of that,

Myanmar Buddhists celebrate the full-moon day with multi-colored illuminations. How-

ever, Za Yet Pyin village could organize this festival in the month of November because of

heavy rain in October.

The main interest of the study is how migration impacts; role of actors (migrants and

non-migrants) and their remittances effect on traditional festivals of Za Yet Pyin village. It

could be revealed by proposing the following questions: how role of actors, especially col-

laboration of migrants and non-migrants and remittances transmitted through networks

affects Thungran festival (Water festival)? How only support by non-migrants affects on

War-Kywat See mee lights festival (Light festival)?

METHODOLOGY

This research conducts qualitative approachandcase studies ofThungranFestival (Rakhine

Water festival) andWar Kywat-See mee lights Festival (Rakhine Light festival). According

to Creswell (2007), the qualitative method is much useful when studying the interaction

among people of the community and getting to know the real situation of the community

in depth.

Research Site and Researcher Role

In the nature of qualitative method, I, the researcher conducted data collection from the

research site. The research is conducted through two times of visits to Za Yet Pyin village,

Lay Taung Region which is located on Rameree Island in Rakhine State. As this research

study is on seasonal festivals, it was concerning the fact that I should have to get there in

the particular period in which the traditional festivals are going to be held. Therefore, I

was there to observe these traditional festivals in April and November.

There are twomain researchers’ roles in doing researches - emic and etic, that explains

how and from which perspectives the researchers will be conducting research while col-

lecting data and doing interviews and observations throughout the research processes

(Creswell, 2007). Throughout this research, the researcher took both of the roles – emic

and etic because I amRakhine and understand their culture and dialect. On the other side,

I was not a member of the community that means I was not born and grown up there.

Unit and level of analysis: For this research, my purposive samples are the community

people who are now living in the village as well as temporary returnees coming back for a

short visit and some responsible of migrants’ networks. So, the unit of analysis was distin-
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guished into non-migrants (current residents) andmigrants (temporary returnees forWa-

ter Festival). When recruiting participants, I had a total of 22 people (10 Females and 12

Males). For my gatekeeper, one of the village leaders was approached. The person helped

me for the research, especially facilitating opportunities to get entry into the population

and engaging to meet the informants. He was helpful when selecting the participants, ap-

proaching the informants and asking the information of the local context throughout the

research.

In the level of analysis of this research, individual and community levels are mainly di-

vided. At the individual level, participants; categories of migrant and non-migrants were

conducted for understanding of their social memories and experience as well as their par-

ticular roles for the festivals. At the community level, the researcher did observation on

the communal activities; these two festivals during the particular moment.

Data collection: In the research, the data collection processes such as key informant inter-

views, and participant observation were applied. For the main priority, participant obser-

vation hadbeen focused. According to Punch (2014), participant observation is the central

data collection technique in ethnographywhich is helpful to study the assembly of people,

their behaviors and relations (Punch, 2014). Therefore, observations on the two festivals

in April and November were seriously applied. After trying to get experience from obser-

vation irst, in-depth interviewswith key-informantswere conducted. According to Punch

(2014), it is a very good way of accessing people’s perceptions, meanings and deinitions.

FINDINGS

According to different nature of the two festivals, indings are presented by separating

the category of Thungran festival (Water Festival) and War Kywat-See mee lights festival

(Lights Festival).

In Thungran Festival (Water Festival)

Changes in traditional festivals’ practicesby cooperationofmigrantsandnon-migran-

ts: In this part, how to support by the role of actors especiallymigrants , non-migrants and

remittances brought by migrants is presented for this thesis intention which is to make

analysis relations of the role of actors, and how to affect on the village’s Thungran festival.

Then, what signiicant changes in Thungran festival’s traditional practices are explained

by course of migration effect in the current migration era.

1. Role of migrants and non-migrants in Thungran festival: In the village’s Thungran

festival held in April of 2016, people from Yangon returned to the village for enjoying this

cultural practice. When coming to the village, they joined to the particular social group,

such as single group (a group which is composed of single people) and married group

(which is composed of married people) according to their current marital status and car-

ried out responsibilities of community works together. According to this situation, Mr.

Pyae Phyo, the leader of Youth Literacy and Volunteering Network shared with me like

this:

Although we are away from the village, our membership status is still alive. Our family

members gave the annualmembership fees to the village committee. Whenwe returned to

the village, we just joined the particular groups. If we got married already, wewould work

with married group members. I’m still single. When I returned to the village for Thun-

gran festival, I was a member of single group again and, worked together with my other

friends, and juniors. I mean juniors are current young members of single group. We knew

Thungran festival could happen even if we, returnees are involved in organizing activities.

I can say only village community could not organize the whole festival because it has a lot

of activities (Field note, November 2016).
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Instead of carrying out communal works separately by themselves, they did reintegrate to

the village community by cooperation with non-migrants. By collaboration between mi-

grants and non-migrants, they could manage all kinds of activities included in the festival

and support the continuity of the village’s Thungran festival.

Moreover, the role ofmigrantswas recognized as the keyplayer formanaging thewhole

procedure of the festival because they supported the festival by sharing inancial costs,

and ideas or suggestions. When supporting the village’s festival by migrants, it should

be seen as migrants network’s contribution rather than individuals of migrants. There

are three networks namely; Social Service Network; Youth Literacy and Volunteering Net-

work; Youth Network composed of local Rakhine people from Za Yet Pyin village, and they

are hosted in Yangon. The leaders of these networks connected with some focal people

from the village, and discussed how to plan the festival. Since the earlier time before start-

ing the festival, there had been pre-discussions, and planning of how to organize, and ar-

range the activities of the festival. In accordance with how to support inancially from

these three networks for this festival, Mr. Pyae Phyo explained to me like this:

We made discussions when gathering our group members. Our leaders of each group

met and discussed about it how we should support and help for organizing the village’s

festival. You know, our networks’ funds gave the costs for making all uniforms for young

women for contesting of playing water, andmoreover, we contributed any cost for arrang-

ing the ceremony of paying homage to elders, and then arranged buying the gifts for elders

byusing ournetworks’ funds. And then,we shared somecosts for arranging thewholepro-

cess of Thungran festival of the village (Field note, November 2016).

Furthermore, migrants’ networks shared their ideas /suggestions along with inancial

assistance to non-migrants when arranging the activities of the festival. Mr. Kyaw Kyaw, a

leader of Social Service Network shared with me how they shared his ideas/suggestions

among someadults from the village: Before leavingYangon,weproposedour ideas/sugge-

stion to village leaders, and some adults in advance. We let them know our plan about

bringing new uniform dressesmade of cotton, and asked them for their opinion. We asked

them to start collecting some natural products for building tent without waiting for our

coming in the village. We seriously discussed with them about the special regulation for

not allowing alcohol beverages, and other regulations.

We discussed other permissions, and other regulationswith the village leaders… Then,

I just shared some new updates with the networks’ members in Yangon, and requested

them to behave responsively and obedientlywith the elders, and friendlywith the younger

generation (Field note, April 2016).

In accordance with this information, they had been planning well by connecting with

non-migrants before leaving Yangon. Therefore, it can be regarded that importance of the

role ofmigrantswas obvious for organizing the festival with the support of inancial input,

and sharing ideas or suggestions. Reintegration ofmigrants, non-migrants and supporting

by migrants/non-migrants networks was very helpful for organizing the festival success-

fully. Importantly, some changes in local traditional practices were related to the effort,

and involvement of role of actors.

2. Changes in traditional practices of Thungran festival: In the village’s Thungran festi-

val, core essences such as dual contesting between two sexes of playing water and placing

loung (which is a wooden rowboat) as a water container in contesting of playing water

were still practiced. Theways of procedures of the village’s festival could be different from

other parts of Rakhine region because it can be said that some activities of the festival are

localized based on the village’s geographical location. Through observation, and interview
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from the village’s Thungran festival in April of 2016, some of the traditional practiceswere

starting to be changed by course of migration impact; roles of temporary returnees and

remittances. Among changes in local traditional practices, some were new things added

without removing old norms and practices. However, a few local practices were totally

weakened when they were not counted as the essential things in the current condition.

From the research during the period of Thungran festival days, the following signiicant

changes in local traditional practices were shared.

a) Declination of the local practice of carrying loung from sea side into the village:

In dual contesting of playing water, placing a loung as a water container could be seen as

core essence of Rakhine Thungran festival. This village still preserves this symbol when-

ever organizing the village’s Thungran festival. Therewas another local customwhichwas

practiced by this local community since the past time till 2014. It was a traditional practice

-carrying loung (which is a wooden rowboat) from sea side into the village by manpower.

This traditional local practice was included in the preparation process as an important ac-

tivity before starting dual contesting of playing water. Signiicantly, this local traditional

practice could not be seen in other different parts of Rakhine, and it was only practiced by

this village community. According to this local traditional practice, Mr. Pyae Phyo, 28 years

shared his past experience when participating in this kind of community work in 2014;

When returning to village in 2014, I involved in this group of carrying boat. I was re-

ally excited. Manpower is really needed to carry it from sea side into the village. Without

harmony, we can not carry it into the village because it is so heavy. We negotiatedwith the

ishermanwith some cash and borrowed it fromhim. When carrying it into the village, the

villagerswelcomed us and applauded by shouting and laughing a lot… (Field note, October

2016).

In this sense, this traditional local practice showed solidarity and cohesiveness of this

community. The practice of carrying loung (wooden rowboat) from sea side into the vil-

lage can be recognized as local cultural identity as well as social harmony of community

people, especially young men from the village.

However, this lovely local traditional practice was starting to be declined, and it could

not be sustained in the village’s festival in 2016. Instead of carrying usedwooden rowboat

from sea-side into the village, the newwooden boat was bought and installed as the water

container in the contesting ground. This was one of the signiicant changes of traditional

practices in the migration era. The role of migrants was a key player for organizing the

activities of the village’s Thungran festival. Although they tried to sustain some local prac-

tices, they could not engage people participating in this community work- carrying loung

from sea side into the village when they reconsidered time cost and availability of peo-

ple for this practice. As an alternative way which can sustain the core essence of Rakhine

Thungran festival, they suggested their idea – buying of a newwooden rowboat. Concern-

ing with this, the chairman of Za Yet Pyin Social Service Network explained tome like this:

We gave suggestion and asked the village community to buy new boat and set up there.

We thought it is much better. We don’t need to ask volunteers to carry it. It is a matter that

there is a boat when playing water. (Field note, October 2016).

Community people gavemore priority to the core essence of placing boat in the tempo-

rary tent. On the other side, they did not think of the importance of local practice- carrying

loung from sea side into the village’s temporary tent by manpower. By adopting the new

way, they did not need to think for the arrangement of carrying loung from sea side into

the village for future and asking volunteers for this communalwork. Today, this traditional

local practice could not be seen again in this village. This practice was declined absolutely
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after adopting the new way for resolving their dificulties. As a key player for arranging

the activities of the festival, temporary returnees could be said as the original developer

who initiated this idea, and engaged the villagers to adopt this new thing for considering

time and availability of people.

b) Declination of the local of practice of making traditional Thungran food: Mhote

Phat Htoke: In the past, there was an old traditional local practice–making Mhote Phat

Htoke during a period of Thungran festival days. Home-cookedMhote Phat Htoke is a sim-

ple dessert which is wrapped by coconut-leaf and inside the small pyramid shape package

is a small amount of jammadeupof palm-sugar and coconutmeat. Before starting thewel-

come day of Thungran festival, the village girls of single group were assigned for making

Mhote Phat Htoke for purposing contribution of food to people attending and encouraging

dual contesting of playing water. This was their local traditional practice–contribution of

Mhote Phat Htoke to people who came to watch and participate in this contesting of play-

ing water and it was particularly practiced during a period of Thungran days. However,

this traditional local practice could not be sustained in the migration era. Instead of con-

tribution of Mhote Phat Htoke, other ready-made liquids were replaced for refreshment.

In accordancewith the declination ofmakingMhote Phat Htoke, an elderwomanMrs. Mya

Mya, 65 years criticized like this:

I heard that they were not interested in it anymore. Girls are more interested in how

to show up beautifully in the festival instead of making home-cooked dessert. I don’t want

to interfere in every affair when I am now very old (Field note, October 2016).

Additionally, Mrs. Cho Cho, 32 years expressed her thought on the declination of home-

cooked Thungran food like this:

I knew this kind of dessert could not be made in April. Returnees cannot organize at

all. The current members from the single group are different, not like us. They are more

interested in their study and other enjoyable activities. Although they have some of free

time in Thungran period, they wanted to spendwatchingmovie, or using internet through

their phones (Field note, October 2016).

In accordance with the opinion from these two women from the married group, it is

thought that value of this traditional practicewas changedwhen young generationwas not

passionate about it. Also, some young adults especially the returnees even did not think

that it is not a kind of important procedure. When adopting the easiestway of contribution

of liquids, not only old local practice but also the sense of “togetherness” for achieving the

communal work were challenged in the current migration era.

c) New practice of uniform dressing by young girls when playing water: During the

middle days of the village’s Thungran festival, the activity of dual contesting of playing

water between two sexes was organized near the village’s library. This was another sig-

niicant inding which was igured out in the activity of dual contesting of playing water. It

was that the village girls and youngwomen from Za Yet Pyin village playedwater bywear-

ing uniform dressing which is made of cotton. In my observation, they were very unique

among other young women from other villages.

This practice–wearing uniform dresses in dual contesting of playing water was not

originally from the village, and it was brought by migrants returning to the village for this

festival. The chairman of migrant network who advocated the young members of the vil-

lage to follow the new practice explained to me about this:

We heard elders’ complain about the young’s fashion. I understood elders can not fol-

low modernized designs with time. We group discussed about it seriously before coming

to the village. We had an idea to request these teenagers to wear neat and tidy, to wear
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traditionally. Also, our village acted as a host for competition of playing water; we wanted

to show something different among other villages. I had an idea about how to borrow this

practice of wearing uniform. I noticed Burmese group traditional dance by wearing uni-

form inWater Festival in Yangon. We all liked this idea…. Somemigrantwomen supported

our idea/planning by making uniform dressing for young females in the village. When

gathering migrants in Yangon before entering the village, we encouraged young women

to wear uniform dressing. We will also carry some dressing for village girls (teenagers).

No matter what trend the girls follow, but we also wanted them to follow this regulation

during this short time (Field note, October 2016).

This practice was purposed for showing decent and gentle characters of Za Yet Pyin

village’s girls. Also, it was intended for showing distinct and uniform nature of Za Yet Pyin

village’s Thungran festival. This practice was developed with the idea and suggestions

from the returnees, especially some leaders frommigrant networks.

However, another different opinion which is against this new practice was found out

from group discussion with young girls. They had a feeling of disatisfaction about dress-

ing in cottonuniforms although they showed themselves in uniformdress in the contesting

activity. In fact, they had inconvenient conditions when they got wet because of playing

water. One of the girls from group discussion with current single group member stressed

the strength of jean pants and weakness of cotton uniform dressing like this; I feel more

conident and comfortable when I get splashing water. I don’t really like this uniform be-

cause its skin is very thin and not suitable for competition of playing water.

tab Therefore, the two different opinions on this newpracticewere igured out. The ethnic

community giving priority to seniority, inluence of senior or elder people was noted from

these differences. However, this kind of new practice by course of temporary returnees

showed uniqueness and creation of Za Yet Pyin village among other neighboring villages.

Also, it can be seen as the newly developed practicewithout affecting the old cultural prac-

tices negatively.

d) New practice of using vehicle for going to neighboring village’s pandals: According

to the festival’s procedures, youngpeople fromsingle groupwent around the other villages

for participating in the competition of playingwater in the past. Theywalked around other

neighboring villages with the musical group, and enjoyed in other villages’ Thungran fes-

tival.

However, this kind of attending together by walking for getting splashing water was

declined when they chose the vehicle instead of walking. In the festival of 2016, this scene

was igured out in a group of people taking a light truck and going around the other vil-

lages’ pandals to enjoy the completion of playing water. And, this kind of new practice-

visiting around the pandals by vehicle could be found out easily in the festival of urban

regions. In accordance with adoption of urban practice in this village’s festival, Mr. Pyae

Phyo explained to me like this: We did visit to the other villages’ pandals by walking with

musical group under the sun.

Destination is too far between one village and another. Sometimes, we were very tired

and sick next day after walking for many hours under the sunlight in the summer. We just

considered for females because they were not sure to be comfortable with walking after

staying in the cities for so long. These children (teenagers/younger generation of single

group) preferred to go there by truck instead of walking there. We just discussed in our

network to do like that we did visit to the pandal by car in Yangon in Thungran period.

We just adopted this pattern and asked the village’s married group members to hire a big

truck. We supported it from our network and a few from the villagers (Field note, October
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2016).

According to the information, local people adopted this kind of urban practice through

time by consideration of cost of time and energy. Also, this kind of new practice was

brought by temporary returnees’ and applied in the village. In current migration era, the

traditional local practice was declined when adopting new practice introduced by tempo-

rary returnees.

In War Kywat-See Mee lights Festival (Light Festival)

Diffusion of traditional village management system in war Kywat-See mee lights fes-

tival

1. Role of non-migrants in war kywat-see mee lights festival: In Za Yet Pyin village’s

War Kywat-See mee lights festival, people from Yangon could not return to the village.

Without the involvement of migrants, the whole procedure of the festival was arranged by

non-migrants from the village. In fact, this festival took about two days, so there are not

many activities included.

In real, the village has been experiencing loss of human resources; especially young

active leaders by course of rural dislocation. When this festival was recognized as the im-

portant ritual practice by Buddhist society, the village community tried to involve for the

continuity of this ritual practice. Throughout the festival, role of adult members wasmore

apparent than role of youngmembers when they have the critical situation – less of young

people. When migrants did not return to the village during the period of the months of

October and November, War Kywat-see mee lights festival’s most activities were arranged

with adult members of married group people.

2. Diffusion of responsibility between single andmarried groups: War Kywat-See mee

lights festival took about two days without preparation day for general cleaning. On the

irst full moon night of the festival’s days, community people from all villages assembled

together in the religions space which is in the middle of Lay Taung Region. In that reli-

gious space, all people including elder and young people offered candle lights, and prayed

there together. After that, Za Yet Pyin villagers organized this kind of ritual practice on the

second night. At the ritual performance organized by Za Yet Pyin village, they arranged to

make worship, and offer candle lights at their village’s monastery compound.

Before starting Za Yet Pyin village’s War Kywat-see mee lights festival, the village com-

munal work include general cleaning around the monastery’s compound as well as the

village’s streets.

This communal work could be said as the very important preparation process. Since

the past time, this communal work- general cleaning had been carried out by single group

members. Therefore, it could be regarded as traditional communal work during the pe-

riod of War Kywat-see mee lights festival.

According to the village’s traditional social system, there were division of responsibil-

ities in communal works accounting for social groups such as single group and married

group. In the past, single group members took much responsibilities as volunteers in the

village’s social affairs. However, the functions of single group were weakened obviously

after a massive low of young people in migration. This kind of situation could be found

out in general cleaning process in preparation period. According to the village’s tradition,

this communal work- general cleaning was traditionally assigned to the particular single

group particularly in the past. Differently, it was found out that general cleaning was vol-

unteered by married group people on the behalf of single group member in 2016. The

reason why adult members of married group carried out the communal work on the be-

half of young members was igured out from this interview with Mr. Khin Hla, a member
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of Married group:

Sometime, the community works interrupt their concentration on study, I believe. We

want to see our children as educated people, to get higher education. I don’t want them

satisfying their lives by living in the island. Thus, I came to volunteer for general clean-

ing instead of my daughter. My child was not feeling happy because she was worried that

she could be misunderstood by others when staying away from the community work. I

reminded her to focus only on her study. But, I allowed her to go to offer the lights on the

main day of the festival. She went to offer some lights to the temple with her friends on

the full moon night. (Field note, November, 2016).

In contrast to his opinion, Mr. Khin Maung, current married group member who had

been a leader of single group shared his feeling on this kind of situation like this:

I feel that young are not matured enough. The community, even their parents, and el-

ders treat them as children. They don’t think of themselves like matured young people.

When we were young, we acted differently. We went to school regularly, and tried to cre-

ate personal time for chatting with our peers, gathering at the village’s library with other

single group members and involving in some of the community works. We did know well

how to manage time. Thus, we were strong when studying in Yangon because we under-

stood how to manage to ourself with self-regulation (Field note, October 2016).

By comparison between two different views, it was thought that there are arguments

on diffusion of social structure and social groups in their responsibilities of community

works. There can be particular people like Mrs. Khin Hla who concern that their children

can lose their concentration on their studies when they take part in community works.

Therefore, they involved themselves in this kind of communal work by taking the respon-

sibility of single groupmembers. Differently, some people like Mr. KhinMaung thought by

recalling their experience that young should be active in their studies aswell as other com-

munity activities if they are recognized as members of the community. And, they wanted

to claim that it is kind of a way to practice themselves how to enhance their social skills,

and their maturity.

Whatever, change in clear division of social structure of the village’s traditional man-

agement system was igured out. Also, it can be analyzed that it was resulted when there

were no enough young members in single group in that period. In other words, it is more

apparent that less young members, especially young leaders as a consequence of outlow

migration is challenging to the social structure of the village system. This negative effect

could be found out when there was no involvement of migrants in War Kywat-see mee

lights festival.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As this study focus on the two traditional festivals, analytical discussion is presented by

referring some indings from these two festivals, linking with the literature review.

In Thungran festival (Water festival), cooperation of migrants and non-migrants could

manage all important activities of the festival, andmaintain core essence of Rakhine Thun-

gran festival, by arranging dual contesting between two sexes, and placing loung (wooden

rowboat) as a water container. The signiicant thing is that some practices were declined

by adopting new ways after leaving the old ways. It could be igured out in these two

things such as “declination of the local practice of carrying loung from sea side into the

village” and “declination of the local practice of making traditional Thungran food: Mote

Phat Htoke”. Another things is that some practices were introduced in this village commu

nity by bringing urban practices and applying them in the local context. It could be found

out in these two things such as “new practice of uniform dressing by young girls, and new
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practice of vehicle for going to neighboring villages’ pandals.

When analyzing these changes, role of migrant, and non-migrant networks is the main

player for the happening of these kinds. According to the role of organizer, they just shared

inancial costs for arranging activities. It could be thought that this festival relied on i-

nancial support from migrants (individuals) and networks (collective). Therefore, some

amount of inancial contribution is the economic remittance from migrants sending back

money or goods to their home commu nity (Adams, 2009). These migrants could be seen

as a tool for generating these activities of the festival. Moreover, migrants supported not

only inancial elementsbut also their ideasor suggestions for arranging the festival. Through

the leaders of migrants’ networks, they just sent social remittances (individual, collective)

which is deined as the transmission of ideas and behaviors (normative structures) and

making actions (practice) through social capitals between host and destination (Levitt,

1998). According to deinition on social capital by Levitt (1998), it can be recognized as

who control the quality of social remittances.

In analysis of what changes, and how changes in traditional local practices in relation

to themigration, and its consequences, it could be argued that quality of social remittances

(individual, collective) can make change, or maintain traditional practices. According to

Levitt and Lamba-Nieves (2010), social remittances have both qualities such as modii-

cation and reintegration between receiving and sending communities. Thus, it would be

argued that the village’s Thungran festival was continued with the role of economic, and

social remittances from migrants/network. More importantly, some core essences, and

values could be maintained by course of quality of social remittances. Also, due to the

quality of social remittances, some practices become changed by adopting new things, and

giving up the old things. From Thungran festival of Za Yet Pyin village, this argument is is-

sued that role of social remittances is not tangible. However its effects are severe and

huge.

In War Kywat-See mee lights festival of the village, role of non-migrants became the

main key player for arranging the whole procedure of the ritual practice when it is noted

that migrants returned to the village during that period. More importantly, the village

community coping with the real situation after massive low of migration could be ig-

ured out in this festival. In War Kywat- See mee lights festival, there was diffusion of re-

sponsibilities between single group and married group when carrying out general clean-

ing during preparation period. It happened when married group members volunteered

this work on the behalf of single group members although this work was traditionally

taken by single group members. As there are less number of young active leaders, the vil-

lage community encounters not enough active and energetic people whenever organizing

the communal activities. It could be seen as a negative effect of migration on the sending

community. According to King and Vullnetari (2006), this argument was addressed that

young/young adults’ migration can disrupt social and kinship system of the community.

From War Kywat- See mee lights festival of Za Yet Pyin village, this argument is launched

that diffusion of social structure was due to fewer young members in the single group. In

other view, it is one of the threats challenging to the traditional village management sys-

tem.

In an academic ield, migration is acknowledged as an important issue as clearly shown

by a large number of migration studies (see for example, Aung, 2015; Cung, 2015; Fan and

Stark, 2008; Hare, 1999; Junge et al., 2015; Malik, 2015; May, 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015;

Wouterse and Taylor, 2008).
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LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There are not many studies presenting relation between traditional practices and migra-

tion. In academic ield, it is very rare to study this kind of dimension. The study is although

one of the few studies, investigating this domain, yet a lot more needs to be investigated.

Hence, future research is advised to cater fro the limitations of this study and replicate this

study for better results.
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